KENYA TEAM 2020 – 5 MONTHS LATER

July 27, 2020 – 5 months since we left Kenya! So what’s going on now? Any progress or ministry going on?

Yes! LIBRARY - The Saudi part of our team had left funds to finish the side room on the library in Obaga to be used as another classroom for the overcrowded Primary School. That room is complete!! When school starts the Saudi group will also sponsor the $50/month salary for a new teacher.

LYNDA – On June 5th the earth lost an angel! Our hearts still hurt with the loss of our sister, teammate, friend and God’s servant, Lynda. But... God is STILL good all the time because that is his nature...even when we don’t understand! In her honor the Jewels are naming the library after her. Name yet to be decided.

Thomas reports that the Bethany UMC part of our team have taken on furnishing this new classroom in the library! Praise the Lord. Surely wish we could see the results.

FOOD – In this pandemic food is a serious issue for everyone. We are so grateful that SERV Ministries continues their support of food to our Jewels and their families. Since school lunches cannot be served, the Jasper UMC funds for food are going to ensure that the Jewels families do not go hungry.

SHOES – We have received confirmation from Because International that the rest of the shoes for the KOK’s have been delivered to Thomas’s office!! Again, wish we could be there for the distribution but praising the Lord for the delivery!